visitors to Venice who published letters, memoirs, or guidebooks failed to call a gondola a hearse. Although an old-fashioned travellers' aid like Thomas Nugent' s The Grand Tour may still inform us in the 1778 edition (following Misson) that 'gondolas are very pretty boats, extremely light, and of a pleasant structure," George Edward Ayscough's Letters from an Officer in the Guards to His Friends in England, also published in 1778, offers a more fashionable description:
A gondola, Sir, is a long black boat, rowed, or rather pushed along by two men standing upright. Towards the end of it there is a small room, with little sliding windows and a curtain . .. ; they are really commodious enough; but as they are obliged to be all painted and lined with black, I cannot help thinking they resemble hearses, and, of course, convey melancholy ideas: besides, I have often told you I hate the sea, and all that belongs to it. 6 As a guardsman and a landlubber, Ayscough may have extra cause for melancholy; but the melancholy itself he shares with others. With Christopher Hervey, for example, who thought the town 'very melancholy with all those black hearses gliding along the watery streets of it'; with J.G. Lemaistre, who asks us to imagine a gondola as 'a hearse, such as dead bodies are carried on in England, placed on a boat of the ordinary size of those employed on the Thames'; even with Mrs Thrale, who quotes II Penseroso, 7 It is easy to attribute the image and its attendant melancholy to the same tendencies that gave rise to the graveyard poets and gloomy egoists of the age of sensibility. Even so, there is no convincing historical reason why the sufficiently gloomy seventeenth century should not have had its share of gondola-hearses too. The gondolas themselves were black enough, despite violations of the sumptuary laws. Even the comparatively ornate gondolas of Carpaccio's Miracle of the Cross at the Rialto at the end of the fifteenth century, not to mention Tintoretto's wonderful and horrible Fantasy of the Gondola at the end of the sixteenth, are enough to justify Shelley's 'funereal bark.' But, so far as I know, it was Johann Georg Keysler, in 1740, whose book of travels made his successors tum gondolas into hearses. The posthumous second edition was translated into English in 1757 as follows:
The gondolas glide very swiftly on these canals; but as they are painted black, and lined with black cloth, they make a dismal gloomy appearance. They will not carry above four or five personsj and as the awning is so low, that a person cannot stand upright in the gondola, when a stranger gets into one of them, it seems as if he was creeping into a hearse or tomb, hung with black.· With one of Goethe's Venetian epigrams the image moves from the limbo of ephemeral travel literature into a more central literary world. But his gondola is both more and less than a hearse. He separates the canopied room above from the hull below, turning the one into a coffin and the other into a cradle.
This gondola I compare to a gently rocking cradle, And the box on top looks like a spacious coffin. So be it! Between a crib and a coffin we waver and Hoat On the Grand Canal through Life thoughtlessly on.
To be sure, Goethe's distinction between boat and box is not a radical departure. Even for Keysler, Ayscough, and Lemaistre it was primarily the cabin covered with black cloth that suggested a hearse; but none of them reduces this theatre of death to a mere coffin, as Goethe does. Still, on a rather different level, the gondola of the tourists has something of the ambiguity of Goethe's. What looks like a hearse may, the traveller finds out, offer something else than a funeral. Lady Anne Miller, for example, follows the melancholy tradition, but is not convinced. 'The canal is covered with gondolas, these though black have not so dismal an effect as you would imagine.' Mrs Thrale does more than just quote 1l Penseroso;
she compares a gondola to a painting of 'the lively Mrs Cholmondeley' in the character of Milton's pensive and sober nun -in short, L'Allegro and II Penseroso at once. H aving told us that gondolas 'have a very hearse-like appearance: Sir James Smith adds: 'but the gay liveries of the rowers [it is Ascension Day 1. and the elegant company within, SOOn chace away all funereal ideas.' He even talks of their 'skimming the surface of the water \\~th the rapidity of a swallow.' ( For a really elegiac traveller, a gondola does not skim, it glides.) In particular, the reputation of the black cabins as settings for secret love qualified their reputation as tombs. 'Nothing can be more gloomy than returning home at night in one of these singular vehicles, which being covered with black cloth very much resemble a hearse .. .' says the Della Cruscan poet Robert Parsons in a footnote to one of his sonnets, 'but' (he continues, with an absurd, if unconscious, pun) 'being wonderfully calculated for Intrigue, they are generally consider'd as the favorite scene of Venetian transports.'· This whole dual tradition is summed up in two stanzas of Byron's Beppo. And up and down the long canals they go, And under the Rialto shoot along, By night and day, all paces, swift or slow, And round the theatres, a sable throng, They wait in their dusk livery of woe,-But not to them do woeful things belong, For sometimes they contain a deal of fun, Like mourning coaches when the funeral's done.
It would be nice to suppose that Byron has heard of the Indian rite of canoe-burial, but I do not believe it for a moment. Nor had he read Goethe's Venetian epigrams, where the hearse is first turned into a coffin. However, he certainly had read Madame de Stael's Corinne, that exhaustive introduction to the Italian imagery of nineteenth-century literature. 'The black gondolas,' she writes, in the words of her anonymous English translator of 1807, 'which glide along the canals resemble coffins or cradles, the first and last receptacle of man."· It is Shelley, though, who both keeps closest to the Goethe-de Stael image and also gives it the most surprising twist. 'They are hung with black, and painted black, and carpeted with grey,' he writes to Peacock; 'they curl at the prow and stem, and at the former there is a nondeSCript beak of shining steel, which glitters at the end of its long black mass. '" I can only compare them to moths of which a coffin might have been the chrysalis.'" It is tempting to go even farther with Shelley. Of course, gondolas have nO monopoly on the imagery which unites first and last things, which sees its end in its beginning. From a host of possible examples, one thinks of Tasso's Phoenix, which 'both birth and burial, cradle hath, and grave,' or Milton's Chaos, 'the Womb of Nature and perhaps her Grave,' not to mention the inescapable 'womb-tomb' rhyme itself. But one can at least say that it is a short step from Madame de Stad's 'coffins or cradles ... the first and last home [demeure] of man' to Shelley's human heart in these famous lines:
o Love! who bewailest
The frailty of all things here, Why choose you the frailest For your cradle, your home, and your bier?
When republican Venice died in 1797, there was obviously no want of coffins to bury it in. But the particular vessel which seemed to sym-bolize its downfall was not even noticeably black. It was the Doge's state barge, queen of gondolas perhaps, but hardly a gondola itself, huge, richly ornamented, and manned by about a hundred rowers. 'A thing of marvellous worth, the richest gallie of all the world,' says Coryate ecstatically, and compares it to Cleopatra's barge, 'which she so exceedingly sumptuously adorned with cables of silke and other passing beautiful ornaments; and those that the Emperor Caligula built with timber of Ceder and poupes and stems of ivory.''' From the pilgrims onward, everybody who visited Venice went to the Arsenal, and everybody saw there the Bucintoro, for such was the vessel's name -the Bucentaur, as most Englishmen called it.
The origin of the name is as obscure as that of the word 'gondola,' or, for that matter, the name 'Venice' itself. Some have derived it from the phrase 'navilium ducentorum hom inurn' in the decree of 1311 which first ordered the state galley to be built and specified its capacity as two hundred men; others from 'bucio in oro' (vessel of gold), a 'budo' being a name for a kind of ship. Less plausible perhaps, but popular and attractive, was the derivation from 'centaur,' modified by the archaic prefix 'bu,' apparently meaning 'great.' Here Virgil provided a useful precedent in one of the ships taking part in the funeral games of the Aeneid, the 'magnus Centaurus.' Both Keysler and Nugent pass on the legend that the first Bucentaur 'had the figure of a centaur in the stem, and that all which were afterwards built retained the same name.'I' But, whatever the Virgilian precedent, the hero whom some classically-minded observers liked to imagine behind the Bucentaur was no Trojan, but a man who had himself battled with centaurs, namely Theseus. Both James Howell and Mrs Thrale compare the Bucentaur to the famous ship of Theseus ( best known from Plutarch's Life of Theseus), whose body, perpetually renewed, served andent philosophers as a test case on which to debate the problem of development and identity. We had been long prepared for seeing the Bucentoro,' writes Mrs Thrale, had heard and read everything I fancy tl13t could have been thought or read upon the subject, from the sullen Englishmen who rank it with a company's barge floating up the Thames upon my Lord Mayor's day, to the old writers who compare it with Theseus' ship; in imitation of which, it is said, this calls itself the very identical vessel wherein Pope Alexander performed the original ceremony in the year 1171 ; and though, perhaps, not a whole plank of that old galley can be now remaining in this, so often careened, repaired, and adorned since that time, I see nothing ridiculous in declaring that it is the same ship. 14 The republic itself had long been the subject of a similar debate, the followers of Contarini asserting its unity with the original foundation and the followers of Bodin its changing identity. No poet seems to have brought the eternal city and the eternal ship metaphorically together, although the image of Venice as a ship was, of course, a commonplace of long standing. But after 1797, with the republic's 'thirteen hundred years of freedom done' (in Byron's phrase), it would have been hard for a visitor to the Arsenal to see the Bucentaur, its body no longer perpetually renewed but falling to pieces, and not see it as an elegiac emblem of Venice itself. As usual, Byron is recognizing everyone's image when he draws our attention to 'the Bucentaur ... rotting, unrestored.' It is J.G. Lemaistre, however, visiting Venice after the Peace of Amiens, who spells the significance out in full. In the Arsenal he is astonished to find nothing left but hulks of decayed ships, empty spots once filled by the Venetian navy, and the celebrated Bucentaure ... now rapidly falling to pieces, -a miserable emblem of the fallen and once haughty republic . ... This splendid vessel is now neglected, and, like the government whose power it represented, it will soon 1eave not a wreck behind.'lG 2 My search for that 'funereal bark' which Mary McCarthy at first took for a new image and then found everywhere is a type of many similar enterprises in this essay. The image or concept sought is usually recurrent and unmistakable, its affiliations rich and sometimes subtle, its origin elusive. For want of a better, I have attributed the origin Cor at least the international popularity) of the gondola-hearse to Keysler ' It turns out, in fact, that the prison and palace separated by the Bridge of Sighs have been traditionally as hard for visitors to Venice to keep apart as they are for readers of Byron's poem. The historical myths into which Byron turns places and events are gathered from the mainstream of human reaction to such places and events; they are typical, not idiosyncratic; and his Venice is perhaps the most typical of all. 'There is near unto the Dukes Palace a very faire prison: writes Coryate in the early seventeenth century, the fairest absolutely that ever I saw, being divided from the Palace by a little channel of water, and again jOined unto it, by a marveilous fair little gallery that is inserted aloft into the middest of the palace wall East-ward. I think there is not a fairer prison in a11 Christendome. 18 Coryate is writing a decade or so after the prison and the bridge were built, and is by nature easily dazzled. But, a century later, President de Brosses, that most unimpressible of eighteenth-century Frenchmen, is not only charmed by the prison, but contrasts it with the prison-like palace ('an ugly specimen if there ever was one, heavy, gloomy and gothic, in the most execrable taste') which contains the Doge. 'Of all the prisoners of state,' writes de Brosses, 'he is the worst accommodated to my way of thinking; for the regular prisons, which are near the palace, are in a building entirely elegant and agreeable.'l9 Perhaps the Wordsworth who wrote of a child leaving an 'imperial palace' only to find 'shades of the prison-house' closing in was reluctant to think of prison and palace as two sides of the same coin. But, when I tum to Dickens after Byron, I find it hard to be surprised that Mr Dorrit's imprisoning pursuit of castles in the air should lead him from the Marshalsea to the Grand Canal. Byron's own comment (to Murray) is carefully phrased: 'the Bridge of Sighs ... is that which divides, or rather joins, the palace of the Doge to the prison of the state.'2.
3 Standing in the gloom and confinement of the Bridge of Sighs, Byron sees, with his mind's eye, the structures of Venice 'rise / As from the stroke of the Enchanter's wand.' Like the gondola-hearse, the city of enchantment has a deceptive air of inevitability about it. Surely that image must have been always with us. Venice is magic, Venice is a dream, the enthusiasts and propagandists keep telling us, and we suppose they have always done so. But during its Renaissance heyday, and long after, Venice had a reputation less for the insubstantial than for the rich and solid. As Byron says, it was 'a boast, a marvel, and a show,' but what it showed was less a theatrical illusion than the material sublime. It is, of course, possible to reconcile the two pictures, Shelley's 'fabric of enchantment piled to heaven' and the massy treasure house heaped with vulgar splendour. Mary McCarthy, after cataloguing the gorgeous loot, is 'confronted with a paradox. A commercial people who lived solely for gainhow could they create a city of fantasy, lovely as a dream or a fairy-tale?' She goes On to resolve the paradox in her Own way:
there is no contradiction once you start thinking what images of beauty arise from fairy tales .... A wholly materialist city is nothing but a dream incarnate.
Venice is the world's unconscious: a miser's glittering hoard ... 21 Historically, however, the two sides of the paradox seem to have thrived at one another's expense. Certainly Venice became more magical as she became less real; and, when the republic died, the ghost of a city became more encbanted than ever. Venice looks solid in Carpaccio, feels palpable and ripe in Veronese, starts to dissolve in Tiepolo, recedes 'in a perspective of Canaletto,' and becomes a wraith in Turner.
The enchantment or magic of Venice is, verbally at least, a late- Emily's vision of Venice rising from the sea as if by enchantment takes its origin from a simple misreading, or transposition, of Mrs Thrale's text. Mrs Thrale is not approaching Venice (like Emily) in a gondola at sunset, she is standing in front of St Mark's at night, and what her phrase 'rising from the sea' modifies is, of course, the moon that casts its enchantment over the city, and not the city itself. But whatever their origin, the palaces and towers which Emily sees are the genuine enchanted Venice atlast:
Nothing could exceed Emily's admiration on her first view of Venice, with its islets, palaces, and towers rising out of the sea, whose clear surface reflected the tremulous picture in all its colours. ... Its terraces, crowned with airy yet majestic fabrics, touched, as they now were, with the splendour of the setting sun, appeared as if they had been called up from the ocean by the wand of an enchanter, rather than reared by mortal hands. 24 Here we have not merely the enchanted or enchanting city of Mrs Thrale, but the enchanter himself, and the wand with which he calls Venice into existence. Mrs Radcliffe's sources are doubtful, but there has never been any doubt where Byron's structures rising from the wave 'as from the stroke of an enchanter's wand' have their source; and her 'fairy city,' 'fairy scene,' and 'fairyland' (all within the space of two pages) presumably lie behind his 'fairy city of the heart' too. It was not for nothing that Mrs Radcliffe's Venice 'stamped her image' in him. And her use of the word 'fabrics' may be reflected in Shelley's 'fabric of enchantment,' although I suspect the presence of Milton too.
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If we want a mistress for this enchanter -a Helen for our Faustus -it will have to be Venice herself. The search for the funereal bark, the palace-prison, and the fairy city can serve as an exemplary introduction to a much more extensive quest, in a much more resounding echo chamber, for the personification of the city as a human or divine being, a queen or a goddess.
The allegOrical figure of the 'queen of cities' or 'ocean-queen' dominates the ceilings of a good many rooms in the Doges' Palace, from the Hall of the Great Council and the Senate Chamber to gathering places of less pretense, like the Sala dei Dieci and the Sala delle Quattro Porte. Her crowned or about-to-be-crowned head calmly accepts homage, victory, deification; she is surrounded by tribute from land and sea, from man and beast, from Venetian citizens, foreign suppliants, and classical gods; she appears as conceived by Tintoretto, Veronese, Giambattista Tiepolo, and a number of others. Critics of Venetian art who specialize in the iconography of Venice can identify the various forms which she assumes and explain the significance of the various objects, creatures, and persons which surround her, just as other art critics do for the comparable, if simpler, figure of Britannia. But the images of official art suffer notable metamorphoses when they descend to the marketplace and when they travel abroad, even if they remain recognizably the· same images; Byron's Venice, who looks like a sea Cybele, fresh from ocean, Rising with her tiara of proud towers, wears her crown with a difference, as she does in the verse of Sabellicus, whom he cites as his sixteenth-century precedent.
It might be better to speak not of the Venetian Queen, but of Queens. To begin with, there is the Virgin Queen. English observers, of course, even post-Elizabethan ones, may have been disposed to see virgins where none existed. Coryate was fascinated by the reputation of Venetian courtesans, and even tried to convert one, but he displays an odd inclination to confuse the figure of Venice with the Virgin Mary. When he looks up at 'Venice supreme, crowned by Victory,' he claims to see 'the Virgin Mary in marvelous rich ornaments, with an Angell crowning of her.' When he looks up at Tintoretto's 'Venice as a Queen surrounded by sea gods, offering an olive branch to Doge Nicola da Ponte' Cas a current guidebook identifies it) in the huge central square of the ceiling in the Hall of the Great Council, he sees 'the Virgin Mary againe with a crowne on her head, attended with two Angels. ' But the Venetian Virgin Queen was no tourist's mistake, and her virginity well founded and attested. 'I call it mayden,' says Coryate of the city, 'because it was never conquered,' and so did everyone else in England after Lewkenor. 'She is a Virgin,' says John Raymond in 1648, and adds, as if in tribute to her mixed reputation for public virtue and private vice, 'a commodity rarely found within herself.' James Howell is never weary of writing variations on the theme of her female invulnerability. 'The Eastern Emperours have divers times set upon her skirts, the Gran Turk hath bin often at Her, but he could never have his will of Her, for ... she came still off with her mayden-head c1eer.'25 When Byron speaks in Childe Harold of leaving 'the inviolate island' England for that 'home by a remoter sea,' Venice, her rape in 1797 by Napoleon has made him just too late to have exchanged One inviolate home for another.
This 'maiden City' whom, in Wordsworth's phrase, 'no guile seduced, no force could violate,' had, however, other claims on the title. Her purity seemed immune not merely to foreign invasion, but even to the touch of Time itself. For Howell, her 'strong constitution,' by protecting her from inner disruption as well as outer pressure, has protected her also from change. She hath continued above a thousand hot Summers an intenerat Virgin under the same face, and form of Government; It is the cause that she looks stil! fresh and flourishing, without the least furrow of age in her forehead, or any visible symptom of decay, whereunto Civill Bodies as well as Natural!, by those distempers and common accidents which attel!d Time, use to be subject.
The controversy as to whether commonwealths were made once and for all or were born and then grew, as to whether change inevitably harmed the great states or was the necessary condition of their perfecting themselves, could hardly avoid testing itself against the case of Venice. Harrington is explicit. 'At this day with one thousand years upon her back,' she remains 'as fresh, and free from decay, or any appearance of it, as shee was born.' And there can be no doubt where an admirer of the Virgin Queen like Howell stands. Indeed, he wonders if her youth has retained its freshness since the day she was born, if her maidenhead has lasted a millennium, why not forever? 'Like the constellation of Virgo among the celestiall bodies, she shines still among the Kingdoms on earth like a bright unravish'd Virgin,' he writes. 'And may do so to the Worlds end, if she be still true to her self, as Thuanus sayth, who undertakes to be her prophet in these words ... , Till Nature and the Univers decline, Venice within her Watry Orb shall shine.'2.
This Venetian Queen is clearly a well-preserved woman. Machiavelli, in his Discourses, makes a distinction between commonwealths which are continually enlarging their government and dominion, and those which try to maintain themselves forever in a limited, stable condition of perfection, between expanding states and preserving states. Whosoever shall examine the whole throughly,' he writes, in Edward Dacres's Caroline translation, will make this conclusion; either you reason of a Republique, that aymes at such a dominion as Rome had, or of one which seekes no farther than her own preservation. In the first case, it is best to doe as Rome did, and follow her footsteps. In the second, he may follow Venice and Sparta."
At our present historical distance, we can see that what destroyed Venice (and was already doing so in the Renaissance) was that a state best suited to preservation had to become a state for expansion as well. Venice tried to preserve her unique government in the lagoon, and also to extend her dominion on land. By becoming both kinds of state, she finally became neither. The crucial moment of decision occurred as early as the dogeship of Francesco Foscari in the fifteenth century. 'I found her Queen of Ocean, and I leave her / Lady of Lombardy,' says Byron's Doge in The Two Foscari. Even for Ruskin, who is not thinking in Machiavellian terms, this era is the beginning of the end.
Tudor and Stuart apologists for Venice did not, however, realize that what Coryate calls 'the resplendent rayes of her unparalleled beauty' were just a phosphorescent dying glow. For Lewkenor and his followers, the Venetians had 'preserved this royall Citie of theirs this 13 hundred yeares since the first foundation thereof in an estate ... perpetually flourishing & unblemished.''' The Virgin Queen was both a Venice inviolate and a Venice preserved.
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She does not always appear in SO virginal a guise. Chaste she may remain, but a chaste bride. 'And when she took unto herself a Mate,' surrounded by Nereids, Tritons, sea monsters, and assorted ships, including a row of gondolas.
But the association of Venice with a sea marriage had more to support it than an occasional mythological allusion. There was the annual, official spoziali dei trUlri itself. Visitors to Venice, from the early pilgrims to the late Grand Tourists, always tried to arrange their itinerary so as to be present when these nuptials were celebrated on Ascension Day, and the great majority of them seem to have succeeded. 'Indisputably the most agreeable and magnificent show that is to be seen in Europe:" says one eighteenth-century English traveller. Here is Sir Thomas Hoby's account of the ceremony two centuries earlier:
The daye of the Ascension the Duke of Venice with all the Siniorye goethe into this vessell the Bucentoro, and after they are a little from the land they have a wonderous great ceremonie about the marying of the see. For the Duke taketh a ring of his finger and castethe it into the seea, thinking by this meane to knitt yt so sure that yt shall never depart and leave the citie upon the drie land.'· In those days people did worry about the city's becoming land-lockedquite as much as they do today about her being drowned. Strategically it was far safer to be drowned. But in attaching this fear to the Espousals, Hoby was being eccentric. When the Doge cast the ring into the sea, he said, 'we espouse thee, 0 sea, in sign of our perpetual dominion over thee'; and for Venetians the ceremony simply confirmed their rule of the Adriatic.
Its origins are shrouded in legend and propaganda. Around the submission of the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa to Pope Alexander III at Venice in 1177 a series of fantastic stories accumulated, whose purpose was to emphaSize the debt of the papacy to Venice, and the authenticity of Venice's claim over the Adriatic. Every Venetian, and every visitor who bothered to write an account of the ceremony, knew what the Pope was supposed to have said at the first Espousals of 1177. A single example will suffice. George Sandys's Relatirm of a Journey is mainly concerned with the Near East, but 'at Venice I will begin my Journal!,' he writes, and goes On to devote his One page on that city to the annual marriage. The Pope's supposed speech to the Doge is quoted at length, and it ends with the usual explanation that the ceremony signifies 'how you have purchast the dominion [of the seal by your valours, and made it subject unto you, as a wife to her husband.''' This oft-repeated simile, which identifies Venice, or its Doge, with the husband and the sea with the subjected bride, might seem peculiarly unsuited to the establishment of Venice herself as a Queen Bride and ruler of the sea. But in fact the Queen's bridal myth and the official ceremony supported each other quite comfortably, and the lack of sexual consistency seems to have bothered hardly anyone. Richard Lassels, to be sure, in The Voyage of Italy, does keep consistency at the price of turning Venice into Neptune. Pope Alexander, he informs us, granted them power over the Adriatic Sea, as a man hath power over his wife .
... I confesse, this sight is stately, and a Poet would presently conceive, that Neptune himself were going to be married to some Nereide. But his seventeenth-century compatriot John Raymond has no hesitation in describing Venice as 'environd with her embraCing Neptune; to whom, Cas the Ceremonie of throwing a ring into the sea implies) she marries her selfe with yearly nuptialls.' Maximilian Misson is willing to have the rite either way: 'as if they became the Husbands of Thetis, or the Wives of Neptune, they marry the Sea every year.''' The sexual ambiguity of married Venice is still unresolved in Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. Indeed, Byron manages to have it both ways with remarkable completeness, and in one stanza too. H e begins with the Adriatic as a bride lamenting her dead husband Venice, and sees the Bucentaur as the widowed sea's marriage gown now rotting into a kind of useless mourning gam1ent:
The spouseless Adriatic mourns her lord:
And. annual marriage now no more renew'd, The Bucentaur lies rotting unrestored,
Neglected garment of her widowhood! Then, as he turns from the mourning wife to the place where her marriage was instituted, in a moment Venice herself becomes the wife, the destitute Queen who once had the world for her marriage portion. It is a mockery for the Lion of St Mark to look down now Over the proud Place where an Emperor sued, And monarchs gazed and envied in the hour When Venice was a queen with an unequalled dower.
In Byron's stanza the widowed Adriatic and the dowerless city-queen come together in a strange figurative marriage of their own.
After Venice as husband and wife, one needs only to see her as the child of Neptune and the famil y circle is complete, if a triRe incestuous. Sure enough, although one sonnet in Lewkenor describes Venice as 'like a spouse in Neptunes armes: another speaks of her as the offspring of Neptune and Thetis, 'most lovely Nimph, that ever Neptune got: a 'fayer mayden towne' 'fostered' 'in rich Thetis armes.'''' But, so far as I know, no single writer consciously draws the domestic circle to its full incestuous tightness -not until Shelley. In Lines Written among the Euganean H ills, Shelley mentions Venice first as the nursling of an ocean mother, then, twenty lines later, as the child of an ocean father, and, in the same breath, as his queen. 
Sun-girt City, thou hast been
Ocean's child, and then his queen.
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Queens whom age cannot wither are not always virgins, or even brides. The classical goddess who sometimes represents Venice in the paintings of the Doges' Palace is not Diana or Juno, but Venus. One reaSOn for the identification is obviously linguistic, and English is able to accommodate the pun just as easily as Latin, French, or Italian. 'Georgina: The Sleepirig Vennis,' reads Fluther Good in The Plough and the Stars. ' Oh, that's a terrible picture; oh, that's a shockin' picture!' Fluther's unintentional pun unites two words with a long mutual history. What educated speech kept apart, common parlance brought together, more often under the pronunciation 'Venus' than 'Venice.' The name of Venice has been variously accounted for,' observes Mrs Thrale in 1789; 'but I believe our ordinary people in England are nearest to the right, who call it Venus in their common discourse.'" If Howell thought that his subtitle 'A Venice Looking Glass' would catch the reader's eye, it was not just because Venetian glassworks were famous and the delicacy of their products much admired (fine glass meant Venice glass to Renaissance Englishmen), but also for the sake of an allusion to the corn violet, a variety of campanula known as speculum veneris or Venus Looking-Glass. But Howell is writing a Mirror for Magistrates, not a Speculum Amoris. 'Venus and Venice are Great Queens in their degree,' he announces in an introductory sonnet, 'Venus is Queen of Love, Venice of Policie. ' This pun, or supposed etymology, was already current in the sixteenth century. In the first book of the Venetiae (I583), a brief Latin epic by a French Venetophile called Germain Audebert, when Venice, like Pandora, is being created by a concourse of gods bearing gifts, Venus is the last and obviously not the least of the gift bearers. Surrounded by a throng of Graces and Loves, she bestows her honours on the Venetians. Audebert comments on the relation between the city and this latest benefactor.
Venetians and the followers of Venus Are never far apart; the goddess wants A single name ( almost) to serve for both, Whose loveliness is equal and the same." An anonymous Latin epigram, which Antonio Medin attributes to the sixteenth century, begins something like this:
Either Venus from the Venetians
Has taken its lovely name,

Or from Venus the lucky Venetians
Both nomen and omen claim. 38 When Venus's island of Cyprus first became subject to Venice in 1488, and Caterina Cornaro, its former queen, came to live at Asolo, in the foothills of the Venetian Alps, conducting a kind of court of love, and receiving homage from such as Cardinal Bembo and Giorgione, the pun must have been particularly easy for artists and writers to call to mind.
But the accidents of mythology as well as of philology helped the identification. Venice's station on the lagoon had its inescapable mythological equivalen t. There are only two COmmon ways of describing a city in relation to its natural foundation. It either sits on it or rises from it. Venice does both, from the metaphors of the early pilgrims to the first stanza of Childe Harold IV, where she not only sits in state, but also rises from the wave. The second image was, on the whole, the favourite, and it had long served for Venus as well. The epigram already quoted continues:
From the spume of the sea Venus sprung;
Who sees Venice knows
That a city hom out of the water Was also conceived and arose. 30 Mrs Thrale, likewise, haVing asserted the linguistic identity of Venus and Venice, immediately turns to Venice rising from the foam.
It is no great distance from a Venice born of the sea to a Venice virtually amphibious. Only the most scrupulous, or unimaginative, writer will keep the sea-born goddess uncontaminated with seagirls of other kindssirens, mermaids, water nymphs. Howell is neither scrupulous nor unimaginative. The same paragraph of his Survay which speaks of 'the Goddess Venus and the Cittie of Venice' having 'one kind of procreation being both engendred of the Sea: also speaks of her 'salt tayle steeped and brind perpetually in the Sea' as 'an excuse for her salacity."· For a city which lacked the classical advantages of siren-haunted Naples, literary Venice could boast of a sizable store of such seagirls C each with her Venice looking-glass no doubt). Indeed, the amphibious queen makes an earlier appearance in encomiastic verse than the well-preserved virgin or the bride of Neptune. At the end of the fifteenth century, in an Italian poem in praise of Caterina Cornaro, Venice is depicted 'in sembianza di sirena incoronata' Cas Medin puts it). The author's vision is explicit:
Half was above and half below the wave; Sirens and mermaid-lions open the door to a whole menagerie of monsters and deities of the deep. It might be tempting to let them insay, the great maritime gathering that Audebert describes as an introduction to his account of the Espousals, or the submarine world that Emily conjures up, two hundred years later, when she arrives at Venice in The Mysteries of Udolpho. But the door had better be shut. Venus-Venice herself might be overwhelmed by the throng. And she still has one last guise to appear in, less classical than biblical, not so much rising from the foam as sitting on the waters: a kind of Great Whore, presiding over what Byron's Marino Faliero calls a 'Gehenna of the waters' or 'sea-Sodom. ' As early as 1409 a Florentine poet called Venice a greater Sodom, a she-wolf, and a wanton whore. Still, after the Reformation, despite the advantage of her natural setting and the fame of her courtesans, Venice could hardly compete with Rome for the custody of such an image. And we are unlikely to find examples of its use in the official iconography of the Doges' Palace, in the poems of local panegyrists, or in the guide-books of dazzled foreigners like Lewkenor, Coryate, or Howell. But some writers were not quite so dazzled, as we have already seen. Scratch a lion and you may find a fox, as you do in Jonson's Venetian play and earlier beast-andbird fables about Venice. Joseph Scaliger is under no illusions about Venice's fi sher-queen. 'If Venice has been stationed in the sea,' he writes in his Latin poem Verona, 'it is so that from every quarter she may fish in the great cities of the world with her golden net.''' Nor is Joachim du Bellay, in his wonderful and deRating sonnet On Venice. In the octave he starts listing all the good things worth enjoying in this city of 'magnificent poltroons': their Arsenal, St Mark's, Doges' Palace and Rialto, the gravity But even above all these, I much prefer To observe these old cuckolds marry the sea, Of which they are the husbands, and the Turk the adulterer.
A century later, the image is still current. In V enice Preserved Jaffeir speaks of how he battled at sea for the Doge, When you, great Duke, shrunk trembling in your palace, And saw your wife, th' Adriatic, plough'd Like a lew'd whore by bolder prows than yours.
A century later still, the John Moore, author of Zeluco, whose account of the story of Marino Faliero Byron castigates (in the preface to his play) as 'false and Hippant, full of stale jests about old men and young wives: reproduces du Bellay's old image too: 'the time has been when the Doge had entire possession of, and dominion over, his spouse; but, for a considerable time past, her favours have been shared by several other lovers.' '' In du Belial', Otway and Moore, the sea is the unfaithful bride. But, as usual, the domestic image is invertible at will. Venice Preserved offers it both ways. What J affeir ascribes to the Adriatic, Pierre ascribes to the city herself ( buildings, foundations, and canals all together), in one of those elegiac, apocalyptic visions of which Venice will acquire a good many more in the centuries follOwing Otway. The usual form they take is death by water: Venus, as a kind of Atlantis, returning to the foam from which she rose. But Pierre's un preserved Venice would die in the midst of nre as well as water, shining and steaming at once. The pleasure of believing what we see Is boundless, as we wish our souls to be.
But it certainly also offers Julian and Maddalo an apt place on which to play fallen angels and hold such debate as once
The devils held within the dales of Hell Concerning God, freewill and destiny.
Indeed, as they sit in their gondola and gaze across the water at the sunset behind that glowing and vaporous 'Paradise of Exiles, Italy,' a reader of Paradise Lost may be forgiven if he imagines something closer to a Pandemonium than to an Eden, an equivalent of Milton's 'exhalation,' his 'fabric huge' or 'ascending pile.' It is when Julian turns to the skyline of Venice itself that we get the phrase 'fabrics of enchantment piled to heaven' as a paradisal image, and even then Maddalo is not convinced that they are taking the right perspective. 'I will show you a better station,' he says, and insists that Julian watch the Sun setting behind the black belltower of an island madhouse. The polar debate between Julian and Mad-dalo is carried on Camong other ways) in terms of traditional 'views' of Venice. 'Look here upon this picture, and on this.'
T o be sure, the debate has other longstanding antecedents. In Utopia when Hythlodaye argues that men cannot be good until they hold all things in common, More replies that men cannot hold all things in common until they are good, which he does not expect to see for a long time. Shelley's Venetian debate between Julian and Maddalo is the Regency equivalent of More's in Utopia. When Maddalo answers Julian, 'Ay, if we were not weak,' and adds, 'You talk Utopia,' the allusion seems only just. I refrain from raising the interesting question of the relation between Utopia and Venice, and only note how in the Renaissance the double reputation of Venice could be used to clarify the conllict between public and private morality. Good laws may be not the sign of human virtue, but a necessity of human vice, and, if Venice's government was better than most, her need was greater too. No one went so far as to recommend sinning so that good government might abound, but if he had, the exemplum was ready at hand. As Fink points out, although James H arrington's Oceana commends the Venetian constitution, he has no illusions about Venetian virtue, nor does he want them. 'For as man is sinful, but yet the world is perfect, so may the Citizen be sinful, and yet the Commonwealth be perfect.''' 8 The Venice that Renaissance Englishmen read about had something else to offer than gorgeous and exotic objects to see, presses and scholars to take advantage of, constitutional and judicial models to praise, and a world of projectors, intriguers, and courtesans to be repelled or fascinated by. It offered the charms of self-recognition too. This demi-paradise was another England.
The parallels are easy to find . John of Gaunt's famous speech provides a whole series of examples. Take, to begin with, 'this fortress built by Nature for herself.' Nature has fortified Venice and England by a means denied to m ost of the other great states of the W est. Both are fortresses whose wall is the sea. As early as 1380, an Italian poet applies this image to Venice ('the city for whom the sea makes a wall'), and in the Renaissance Cas Medin makes clear) the image of the sea 'che ti circonda d'invincibil mura' is an inescapable part of the Venetian legend. 49 It is applied to England in English literature just as perSistently. is a better parallel to Gaunt's England in its cumulative rhetoric than in most of the items -paradisal or lapidary -that we encounter On the way. But Gaunt has a more interesting image to offer, an England whose cutting off from the mainland makes it not a fragment but an individual part which includes the whole, a 'little world' of its own. Venice and England are less distinctive as twin paradises than as twin microcosms. The conception of England as 'another' or 'Western' world was a commonplace of continental observers from the time of Julius Caesar on; but what for them Cas prospective invaders) was a cause of fear, for patriotic Englishmen was a source of pride. And as Elizabethan merchants brought the goods of the four corners of the world to English ports, Britai n seemed more comprehensive and inclusi\·e than ever, not merely 'divided from the world: as Virgil once claimed, but, as Shakespeare phrased it in Cymbeline, 'a world by itself.' When James I lectures his first parliament on the union of England and Scotland, he sees the whole island 'now become like a little world within itself, being entrenched and fortified round about' by the sea.
Venice, however, was both an island-world and a city-world as well. As a separate city she has a claim on Ovid's 'urbs-orbis' pun that England did n ot, and as a miraculous sea-fortress she had, like England, a claim to be created by special divine fiat -a claim which encomiasts delighted to use against her rival Rome, the city-world par excellence. The most famous poems which exemplify the Venice-Rome rivalry Cthose by Sannazaro) assert the claim of each to be a divine artifact, that is, an urbs and an orbis in one. ' The ode 'De Alma Veneriarum Urbe,' with which Camillo Pacetti introduces his long heroic poem Venetia Libera (1622), was less well known than Sannazaro's epigram and elegy, but offers a more detailed example of this sort of panegyric, although without the Roman comparison. Emporium of the earth, father of virtue and the arts, and home of liberty, selfcontained within the circle of its watery walls Curbstota in gyrum'), Pancetti's Venice is of course sprung from and sustained by the Deity. But, when he asserts Venice's status as a city-world, he derives it not from the divine artifact but from the human emporium. 'So many peoples hasten from all parts of the world,' he writes, 'to share in the commerce of this city. Seeking for reward, they Hock together and crowd it with their concourse, so that it seems both a City and the World.''' ( Foreign commentators like Coryate, de Blainville, and Mrs Thrale make a similar point.) But Venetian COmmerce had been decaying for a long time before Pancetti wrote his poem; the future lay with the Western little world, not the Adriatic one. Even so, Venice has never been without some kind of claim to Sannazaro's praise. 'Who again mentions Venice?' he asks in his Third Book of elegies, 'that miraculous city (miracula urbis) which is also at the same time an image of the great globe (instar ... magni orbis).' As Addison puts it, freely translating:
Venetia stands wi th Endless Beauties crowned,
And as a World within herself is found.'"
In addition to being sea-fortresses, island-paradises, little worlds, and universal marketplaces, England and Venice are also Ocean-Queens, ruling the sea that protects them. 'If likeness may beget love,' writes James Howell in 1651, England hath reson to affect Venice more than any other, for in point of security ther is much resemblance between them, being both seated in the Sea, who is their best Protector; the one preserves Her-self by her Gallies, the other by her Galeons; the fairest Bower of England is the Dominion of the Narrow Seas, the greatest glory of Venice is the Dominion of the Adriatic Gulph 700 miles in extent.
Howell is not thinking just of his own time; 'for this last Centurie,' he claims, England has 'mingled interests and run the same cours of state' with Venice. 56 The likeness must have seemed especially close to Elizabethans: both Ocean-Queens were Virgin-Queens as well. Lewkenor himself draws the moral:
I yet intreate them that shall reade this discourse, to intertain this famous Commonwealth with all friendJjness and favouI, if in no other regarde, yet in this, that the rest of the whole world honoreth her with the name of a Virgin, a name though in all places most sacred & venerable, yet in no place more dearely and religiously to be reverenced, then with us, who have thence derived our blessednesse, which I beseech God may long continue among us."
The political parallel was perhaps the trickiest for Renaissance Englishmen to maintain. It was possible to argue that Elizabethan England had a mixed government like Venice's, even that its monarch was a kind of hereditary doge. But when Stuart or Commonwealth observers gazed admiringly at the Adriatic, they often saw, not so much a reflection of the England of the present, as its model for the future, Harrington's Venice rather than Howell's. Caroline reformers, Commonwealth constitutionalists, and Restoration Whigs, all were tempted by the dream of an English Venice. Turning the king of England into a doge of Venice is an idea with a long history, and it survives the death of the Venetian constitution itself. According to a Victorian prime minister, 'had William the Third been a man of ordinary capacity, the constitution of Venice would have been established in England in 1688.' 'In the person of Benjamin Disraeli,' writes Z.S. Fink, 'the reputation of the city was to exert One final inRuence on English political thought even after that which had given it substance had passed away.''' It is justice of some kind that the man who was almost as obsessed with Venice as Ruskin, who wrote two Venetian novels and imagined a Venetian ancestry for himself, is also the man who succeeded in realizing the project which Venice had invented five hundred years before: the Suez Canal. Clearly there are many kinds of reasons why for an Englishman Venice might seem (in Byron's phrase) 'the greenest isle of my imagination. 
